
 
 

 
 
 
 

NEWSLETTER FOR FEBRUARY, 2013 
 

THE MEETING 
This newsletter is getting out a little early because Judy and I are getting out 
of this cold for a month. Yes, while most of you will be tucked in tight to keep out 
the drafts, and while Bob Prince is out snagging brute browns (ask him), we’ll be 
on a beach somewhere. Can you say pina colada? The cold and hardy will meet 
at BJ’s restaurant on Tuesday, February 5. You will have the usual opportunity to 
embroider the truth over libations starting at 6 pm. You then slide into our 
regularly scheduled programming at 7 pm. 
 

THE SPEAKER 
Tuesday, February 5, the Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot welcomes Missoula area 
guide and outfitter Tony Reinhardt. Tony is one of the busiest and most espected 
fly fishing guides in Western Montana. His company is Montana Trout Outfitters 
in Missoula and specializes in guiding anglers on the Blackfoot, Bitterroot, and 
Clark Fork Rivers as well as legendary Rock Creek and numerous small streams. 
With over 16 years of guiding experience he has an intimate knowledge of these 
diverse fisheries. Please join the Fly Fishers of the Bitterroot in exploring these 



wonderful fishing opportunities through Tony's entertaining presentation. Home 
phone (406) 544-3516; Grizzly Hackle (406) 721-8996; speyrod25@msn.com 
 

THOSE WHO SPAKE 
Last month we enjoyed a wonderful home movie of … US! Did you see yourself? 
Jeff Lowe collected all those bragging pictures and a whole bunch more and 
collated them into a very nice video of how we spent those warmer months, now 
fading in memory. We are all grateful to Jeff for his labors. Start collecting those 
pictures for our 2013!  
 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
Your board had been planning some wonderful events for this year. As usual, we 
try to anticipate your desires and participation. The main focus is usually on our 
meetings and speakers arranged by Jay Melzer. Along with our programs is our 
community outreach: Special Needs day, Casting for Recovery and other events. 
We are involved in Bitterroot River restoration, with two upcoming events this 
Spring. One will be the “Poop Lagoon” project at the irrigation diversion dam in 
Hamilton. That has been in the planning and fund raising phase for several 
years. Chris Clancy and our own Phil Romans are involved in recruiting 
volunteers for that project some time in early Spring, be ready! Second, is the 
bank stabilization at Veterans Bridge near the boat launch. 
In addition, we will be continuing our involvement with the May Fly - Fishing 
Clinic cosponsored with Trout Unlimited. This is open to beginning and 
intermediate fly fishers, held the last four Wednesdays in May at the Corvallis 
Schools cafeteria grounds. We will be needing accomplished casters to assist in 
the casting instruction along with Chuck Stranahan. 
 
Mike Taylor has planned some traditional and new trips for the club fishing 
in Western Montana. Many will be day trips but also lend themselves to overnight 
camping /lodging. Details to be announced.  
 
The success of these events and many others not mentioned here depends on 
you, our members, joining in to enjoy the fellowship and pride of contributing to 
the enhancement of our valley and the fly fishing community. So please join the 
board with your support! See you on February 5th,  
Jim Cline 
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FLY OF THE MONTH 
Cheech's Leech 
 by Bob Prince 
 
Recipe 
 
Hooks: #4 2x long streamer hooks such as 
Tiemco 5262 
Weight: 0.25 lead or non-lead wire and 
7/32”, 1/30oz plated lead eyes 
Body: uv-olive Polar Chenille over olive 
Simi Seal dubbing (front and back hooks), 
Crystal Flash (back only) and olive/green 
barred Sili Legs (front only) 
Collar: Olive Marabou 
Wire: .38mm, 15lb. nylon coated stainless 
steel 
Beads: Two, clear orange or red, 6 mm. 
Head: Olive Simi Seal 
Thread: Black 3/0 
 
Do you like seeing big predatory fish crush your fly? How about the feeling of the rod 
being jolted nearly out of your hand? Do you enjoy landing large trout? If you said yes to 
these questions you might be a streamer junky, or could soon be on your way to 
becoming one. It's true, big fish tend to eat big flies.  This is particularly true in the case 
of large browns, which at a certain point in their life change from bug eater, into 
carnivore. Streamers let you target the largest trout in any river or lake, and give you a 
legitimate shot at hooking that “fish of the year” at any moment. 
 
Contrary to popular belief, streamers aren't a game only for the fall months, when the 
browns are in their pre-spawn search and destroy mode. Streamers can be effective 12 
months of the year, and the spring can hold some of the best streamer fishing of the 
year. The winter months also can be productive. Case in point, I landed two Bitterroot 
River browns pushing 24 inches on December 30 last year. 
In recent years articulated patterns have become mainstays in fly shop bins. The reason 
is that articulated patterns just plain work. One of the better articulated streamers I've 
fished in recent months has to be Clark Pierce's deadly Cheech's Leech. This fly has all 
the ingredients of a big fish catcher. It swims great, has a lot of flash and movement, 
and presents a realistic bait-fish silhouette when wet. The beauty of this fly is that it is 
actually quite simple to tie and doesn't require a lot of exotic materials. This makes it 
easily possible to tie it in a wide range of colors. The techniques required are nothing 
new to most tiers, if you can make a dubbing loop, then you can tie this fly. I hope this 
helps ease the anxiety you might feel when first attempting to tie an articulated 
streamer.  Whip up a few of these bad boys and you'll be ready to chase those big 
browns and rainbows. Once you feel a plus 20 inch fish totally destroy your fly, you'll 



understand the phrase, “the tug is the drug.” Happy streamer fishing!  I have made an 
high definition video tutorial of myself tying Cheech's Leech that you can watch on your 
computer. The video can be found on my blog (called Bum Trout) at 
http://bumtrout.blogspot.com/2013/01/cheechs-leech-fly-tying-tutorial-video.html and 
also on You Tube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsveBn32U64 
 

Help! I need your flies for the Fly of the Month. 
As you know we try and publish in the newsletter a Fly of the Month 
submitted by club members. Indeed, over the past few years many useful 
patterns have been contributed. We need your fly, especially if you have not yet 
contributed. We want to make this a club effort with contributions from as many 
of you as possible.  I need from you: 
1.) The fly so that I can take the photo. Email (rwpearcy@gmail.com) or call 
(406-821-1122) so that I can arrange a way to get it from you. 
2.) The recipe of materials required to tie it 
3.) A few sentences that could include for example where and how to fish it, 
some personal story of the big one(s) caught or getting away or whatever else is 
interesting and relevant about the fly. 
Bob Pearcy 
 

BUGGERS 
The 13th annual BRTU Bitterroot Buggers class, co-sponsored by The Keystone 
Enrichment Program, is set for Tuesday evenings at the Westview Center in 
Hamilton on 9th and Main from 6:30 – 8:00PM. FFB volunteers have been an 
indispensable participant and key to the success of this popular program for boys 
and girls 8 – 14 years old and we hope to see many of you in the classes this 
winter. The kids directly benefit from your generous donation of time and 
expertise. 
 
The schedule is as follows with sessions needing volunteers highlighted * 
*Jan 29 Material bagging night (pizza and soft drinks supplied) 
Feb 12 Orientation 
*Feb 19 – Mar 19 5 tying classes on successive Tuesday evenings 
*Feb 26 Casting 
* Apr tbd Picnic and fishing day – Stock Farm 
Please give Greg Chester a call (363-0033) for any questions. BRTU again looks 
forward to the generous and needed support provided by the FFB members. 
 

BITTERROOT RIVER PROJECTS 
Chris Clancy of FWP is lead on two projects that have been going through 
engineering and permitting. Both are vital to our safe use of the Bitterroot River. 
Both will require volunteer labor from our Club. They are: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsveBn32U64


 
1. Boat Pass at Corvallis Diversion (aka “Poop Lagoon”): The project is to extend 
the concrete ramp on river right to bypass the rocks. Volunteers are needed for 
one day when concrete is poured. They will use shovels to help mix the concrete 
in among the rip rap as it is poured. Chris will be looking for four to six volunteers 
near the end of February or early March. 
 
2. Stream bank stabilization at Veteran’s Bridge: This will require more people 
and time. At the present time, MDT has sent out a bid solicitation to three 
contractors with responsive bids due back by February 1. HOPEFULLY, shortly 
after that, the contractor will draw up a site specific plan. Once that is done, the 
permits should all be issued. Our input will be cutting willow twigs and, later, 
planting them. Chris believes willow collection will begin sometime in mid 
February. This is probably the most time consuming part. We will want as many 
people as we can get once we identify willow sources. They will need loppers or 
some other cutting device to collect the thousands of willows we will need. They 
will probably be stored in the river near the site. Once that is done and the other 
materials are on site, the construction will probably take about two days. We 
probably want about six people on site for both of those days to help with the 
manual labor. An excavator will do most of the work, but people are needed to 
pull fabric, lay willows, stake fabric, etc. 
 
Chris Clancy 
Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks 
1801 North 1st Street 
Hamilton, MT 59840 
(406) 363-7169 (work) 
 

ODDS AND ENDS 
Fly tying: Wednesdays, 5:30 pm at the Brew Pub. 
 

 
FOR FUN 
To my friends who enjoy a glass of wine, ... and to those who don't and are 
always seen with a bottle of water in their hand: 
As Ben Franklin said: 
In wine there is wisdom, 
In beer there is freedom, 
In water there is bacteria. 
In a number of carefully controlled trials, scientists have demonstrated that 
if we drink one liter of water each day, at the end of the year we would have 
absorbed more than one kilo of Escherichia coli, (E. Coli) – bacteria found in 



feces. In other words, we are consuming one kilo of poop.  
 
However, we do NOT run that risk when drinking wine and beer (or tequila, 
rum, whiskey or other liquor) because alcohol has to go through a purification 
process of boiling, filtering and/or fermenting. 
Remember: 
Water = Poop, 
Wine = Health 
Therefore, it's better to drink wine and talk stupid, than to drink water and 
be full of $hit…. 
There is no need to thank me for this valuable information: I'm doing it as a 
public service. 
 

THE AUTHOR 
Judy and I will miss seeing you at the February meeting. But count on us 
back in March for the skwala hatch and all that follows. You can reach me at 406- 
381-5611 or richmorrisey@q.com. 


